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17.1 INTRODUCTION

Carbon tracking in the atmosphere started more than 50 years ago with continuous CO2 
measurement at Mauna Loa and resulted in the iconic “Keeling Curve,” the first demon-
stration of the seasonal variations of CO2 concentrations and the steady rise of the annual 
average CO2 concentration [1,2]. Carbon tracking has since been expanded systematically 
and NOAA’s modern data assimilation system “CarbonTracker” [3] employs a set of 28,000 
CO2 mole fraction observations in the global atmosphere (surface, towers, small aircraft) to 
study the CO2 exchange between the biosphere and the atmosphere as a function of time 
[4]. Strategies to obtain better carbon inventories have been under development by the US 
Carbon Cycle Science Program [5–7] and NASA has been planning global space-based CO2 
observation (i.e., Orbiting Carbon Observatory, OCO-2 [8]). While considerable uncertainties 
remain with regard to accounting for all CO2, all reports on carbon inventories consistently 
show that carbon sources far outweigh carbon sinks: the global atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions have been growing steadily and at Mauna Loa the average annual mean increased from 
316.0 ppm in 1959 to its current value of 394.3 ppm in 2012 [2] (see Scheme 17.1.)
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC [9]) reported in its fourth assess-
ment report in 2007 (AR4 [10]) an average rate of increase in CO2 of 1.4 ppm yr−1 based on 
direct instrumental measurements over the period 1960–2005 and projected a worst-case esti-
mate of 2.3% growth (rapid economic growth, globalization, intensive fossil fuel use). The 
Earth Policy Institute [11] reported total carbon emissions of 7.980 PgC (petagram of carbon, 
1015 g carbon) in 2008 and projected a rise to 9.927 PgC by 2020 assuming an average increase 
of emissions by 1.4%. The Global Carbon Project [12] reported in its “Carbon Budget 2012” 
[13] an estimated total emission of 9.5 ± 0.5 PgC to the atmosphere in 2011.

While the overwhelming majority in the earth sciences community agrees that the environ-
mental problems caused by greenhouse gases are of a magnitude that is simply unimaginable, 
the communication of the urgency of addressing the CO2 problem has met with enormous 
obstacles [14,15]. The history and collapse of the Kyoto protocol and the fierce resistance to 
IPPC are well documented [16]. There seems to be a consensus that atmospheric CO2 stabiliza-
tion will require a portfolio of solutions including increases in energy efficiency, the develop-
ment of renewable energy production, and the large-scale deployment carbon capture and 
storage (CCS) systems [17–21].

Technologies for carbon capture and storage mainly have focused on CO2 capture at con-
centrated sources. One way to remove CO2 from the exhaust of a combustion plant involves 
exhaust cooling to condense liquid CO2. The cooling may involve several stages of productive 
heat exchange and only the final refrigeration is an energy-consuming process. Ammonia 
absorption refrigeration for CO2 capture at a rate 2.7 kg/s liquid CO2 has been demonstrated 
for a 25 MW plant [22]. In its ECO2 process, Powerspan [23] uses an ammonia solution 
(NH4OH) for post-combustion CO2 capture from the flue gas (as NH4HCO3). The captured 
CO2 is then released in a form that is ready for further compression to liquid CO2. Alstom [24] 
has been developing a similar process that employs a chilled ammonia solution [25] to cap-
ture CO2 from flue gas as ammonium bicarbonate. Various ethanolamines are under investi-
gation as alternatives to ammonia that can be used in higher concentration and at higher 
temperatures [26] and these include monoethanolamine (MEA), diethanolamine (DEA), and 

SCHEME 17.1 Global emissions of carbon to the atmosphere amounted to 9.5 ± 0.5 PgC in 2011 (34.7 billion 
tonnes of CO2) and total emissions are growing annually by about 1.4%.
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methyldiethanolamine (MDEA). MEA shows particular promise [27] and MEA/MDEA mix-
tures also have been employed with success [28].

In 2004, Zeman and Lackner discussed CO2 capture from air as the method of last resort 
to combat excessive atmospheric CO2 concentrations [29,30]. CO2 scrubbing involves the 
capture of CO2 from air by a substrate, the release of CO2 from the substrate and its collec-
tion, and the long-term CO2 sequestration. Global Research Technologies (GRT) first dem-
onstrated CO2 capture from air with their ACCESS™ system in 2007 [31]. The device 
consisted of 32 hanging, 3.2 m2 panels of proprietary plastic which adsorb CO2 at a rate of 
23 kg per day. To capture all the emissions, GRT envisioned the deployment of 20 million, 
shipping container-sized devices around the globe [32]. GRT’s main targets for possible 
commercial uses of captured CO2 are controlled environment agriculture (CEA greenhouses) 
and algae cultivation (biofuel feedstock). Such markets already exist and greenhouse farm-
ers pay up to 300 dollars/ton of CO2. In their 2006 article, Keith, Ha-Duong, and Stolaroff 
reported on their assessment of the ultimate physical limits on the amount of energy and 
land required for air capture [33]. These authors describe two systems that might achieve air 
capture using current technology and do so at a cost of less than 200 and 500 dollar/ton of 
carbon, respectively. In its report in 2011, a committee of the American Physical Society 
(APS) reviewed CCS technologies and estimated the cost of direct air capture with chemi-
cals at about $600/ton of CO2. The APS committee pointed out that CO2 capture from the air 
would only make economic sense after the more cost-effective CO2 capture from concen-
trated sources (i.e., coal plant smokestack) were fully implemented and CO2 capture from 
the air would then present the pertinent tool to address CO2 emissions from distributed 
sources [34,35].

All methods for CO2 capture at concentrated sources or from air rely on a chemical system 
for reversible CO2 capture. There has been a rapid development of amines (vide supra), of 
polyamine-based regenerable solid adsorbents [36], and of alkylamine-appended metal-
organic framework [37–39]. Alternatives to amine-based capture systems also have been 
explored and these include, for example, polyethylene glycol promoted CO2 chemistry [40]. 
The success of any CO2 capture system relies on the thermochemistry and the kinetics of the 
CO2 capture reaction. The thermochemistry of the CO2 capture reaction must ensure the effec-
tive capture as well as the possibility for the subsequent CO2 release. The kinetics of the CO2 
capture reaction must be such that both the capture and the release of CO2 are not hindered 
too much by the activation barriers. Biomimetic CO2 capture systems are of special interest 
because they hold promise to meet both the thermodynamic and the kinetic requirements for 
reversible CO2 capture. For example, the bio-CO2 capture in carbonic anhydrase II from 
Chlorella vulgaris has been characterized [41].

We have been interested in the properties of heterocumulenes [42–44] and we have studied 
nucleophilic addition chemistry of CO2 [45] and carbodiimide [46,47]. In this context, we are 
developing rubisco-based biomimetic systems for reversible CO2 capture from air. In this 
chapter, we review the mechanism of rubisco-based biological CO2 fixation, we identify the 
carbamoylation reaction of the activator CO2 in the active site of rubisco as a candidate for the 
development of a chemical CO2 capture and release system, we discuss the construction of 
several models and describe the equations for the thermochemical assessment, and we pres-
ent the results of computational studies of the small molecule model systems to explore the 
thermochemistry of the carbamoylation reaction.
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17.2 BIOLOGICAL CO2 FIXATION AND BIOMIMETIC  
APPROACHES TO CO2 SCRUBBING

17.2.1  Rubisco-Catalyzed Biological CO2 Fixation

Rubisco (ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase, a.k.a. RuBisCO) catalyzes 
the addition of CO2 and water to RuBP (d-ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate) in the photosynthetic 
carbon assimilation via the Calvin-Bassham-Benson cycle and results in two molecules of 
3-PGA (3-phospho-d-glycerate) and 0.5 O2 [48–50]. The carboxylation reaction competes with 
photorespiration, that is, the fixing of molecular O2 by addition of O2 to RuBP to form one 
equivalent of 3-PGA and one equivalent of phosphoglycolate. This competition necessitates 
the photorespiratory pathway to recycle the 2-phosphoglycolate to RuBP and the release of 
CO2 (one CO2 for every two molecules of fixed O2). Nearly all carbohydrate production in the 
biosphere (ca. 1014 kg CO2 per year, or 27.3 PgC yr−1) depends on rubisco catalysis and rubisco 
is the most abundant protein on Earth. Rubisco does have a much higher affinity for CO2 
(Km = 9 μM) than for O2 (Km = 535 μM), but nevertheless the photosynthetic yield is limited by 
the oxygenase reaction because of the small [CO2]/[O2] ratio in the atmosphere.

Many photosynthetic organisms contain form I rubisco [51] which is comprised of eight 
large (L) and eight small (S) subunits and the crystal structure of spinach Spinacia oleracea [52] 
provided an early example of such a hexadecameric rubisco [53]. Form II rubisco lacks small 
subunits, generally occurs as L2, has very low Sc/o values and higher turnover numbers, and 
form II is exemplified by the bacterial rubisco of Rhodospirillum rubrum [54]. An example of an 
L2S2 rubisco occurs in the crystal structure of activated rice rubisco complexed with the reac-
tion intermediate analog 2-carboxyarabinitol-1,5-bisphosphate [55]. We focus on form I 
rubisco and this form also occurs in algae and prominent examples include the green algae 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [56] and the red algae Galdieria sulphuraria [57]. Each L8S8 unit con-
tains four L2 dimers and two S4 tetramers, features a non-crystallographic fourfold axis with 
a central channel, and the S-subunits control the size of the entrance channel. The C-terminal 
extension of the S-subunit lies on the protein surface anchored by interactions with the 
N-terminal region of the S-subunit. Changes in the position of this N-terminus affect the con-
formation of rubisco and its diphosphate binding ability [58], and this feature may play a 
major role in rubisco activation.

Hartmann and Harpel [59a] and Lorimer et al. [59b] discussed the mechanism of rubisco 
catalysis. To exhibit both the carboxylase and oxygenase activities, rubisco must be activated 
through the carbamylation of active-site lysine (Lys) by an activator CO2 (ACO2). The carbamate 
thus formed is stabilized both by complexation to Mg2+ and by NH…OC hydrogen-bonding 
(Scheme 17.3 and Figure 17.1). It is an idiosyncrasy of rubisco that the other substrate, RuBP, 
inhibits this activation process because RuBP strongly binds to the active site of uncarba-
mylated rubisco. To affect “the activation of the activation,” rubisco activase [60] causes the 
release of RuBP from uncarbamylated rubisco so that the carbamylation of the lysine by ACO2 
can occur. Once activated in this way, RuBP replaces water in the coordination sphere of Mg2+ 
and the Mg2+-coordinated RuBP undergoes keto-enol tautomerization, transfers the proton 
from C(2)OH the amino group of K175, and replaces this proton by shuttling the proton from 
C(3)OH via the carbamate-oxygen of K201 (Scheme 17.2). The resulting metal-coordinated 
enolate adds the substrate CO2 (SCO2) by nucleophilic addition to form the C(2)CO2 bond. 
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The Mg2+ cation assists by precoordination of the CO2 and by stabilization of the developing 
negative charge on the oxygen of SCO2. Water is activated by H294 and attacks C(3) to affect 
C(2)–C(3) cleavage and the formation of the two 3-PGA products. The water addition might 
involve a short-lived CKABP (2-carboxy-3-keto-d-aribinitol 1,5-bisphosphate), that is, hydra-
tion and cleavage are concerted but not synchronous. Theoretical studies of the carboxylation 
and oxygenation reactions of a small model system (CH3COCH2OH in place of RuBP; Mg2+ 
coordinated by two formate anions as models for Asp203 and Glu204; H2N–CO2

− as carbamate 
model of Lys201) suggest that the hydrates are intermediates [61].

SCHEME 17.2 Rubisco-catalyzed oxygenation and carboxylation reactions.

SCHEME 17.3 Activation of rubisco by carbamate formation with ACO2. Residue numbers refer to the structures 
of activated rubisco in Spinacia oleracea [52] (and Rhodospirillum rubrum [54]).
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In their review of the discovery of Rubisco activase [60a] Portis and Salvucci characterized 
rubisco as “somewhat schizophrenic” because (a) it is bifunctional with its oxygenase acti-
vity undoing a considerable amount of carboxylation, (b) one substrate, CO2, is also an essen-
tial activator, and (c) the other substrate, RuBP, also is an inhibitor of the very same activation 
process. Gutteridge and Pierce [62a] stated “that sometimes perfection may not be immedi-
ately obvious” and commented that only the detailed analysis by Tcherkez et al. [62b] reveals 
“signs of perfection in the slow, nonspecific and discordant activities of Rubisco.”

17.2.2  Rubisco-Based Biomimetic Systems for Reversible CO2 Capture

One can envision several ways for the construction of rubisco-based biomimetic CO2 
capture systems. One could aim for CO2 capture and storage and construct biomimetic CCS 
systems which imitate rubisco’s mechanism of catalysis to capture CO2 and facilitate the 

spinach, 1AUS, w/o ACO2 spinach, 1AUS, w/ ACO2

rice, 1WDD  green algae, 1GK8

FIGURE 17.1 The crystal structures are shown of activated rubisco in Spinacia oleracea [52] without (top, left) and 
with the display (top, right) of ACO2. Magnesium complexation by the conserved four residue sequence consisting of 
carbamylated Lys201 (KCX201), Asp202, Asp 203, and Glu204 in the rubisco enzymes of spinach [52], rice [55], and 
green algae [56].
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addition of CO2 to a RuBP-surrogate. It might be possible to identify a widely available and 
cheap RuBP-surrogate which does not inhibit rubisco activation and shows a strong bias for 
carboxylation. Clearly, however, it would be extremely hard to develop such a system given 
the complexities of rubisco! The availability of sufficient RuBP-surrogate would also always 
limit the usefulness of this or any other biomimetic CCS system.

We are interested in the development of rubisco-based biomimetic CO2 capture and release 
systems (CCR). In CCS systems the captured CO2 is bound to some substrate and stored as 
the product of the reaction between CO2 and that substrate. In CCR systems, on the other 
hand, CO2 capture will occur in the open system while CO2 release will be affected subse-
quently in a closed system; it is the essential purpose of a CCR system to capture and concen-
trate CO2. One can then stockpile captured CO2 in liquid or solid phase until safe and 
affordable technologies become available for permanent storage and/or recycling. Captured 
CO2 could serve as the basis for a methanol economy [63] and solar-powered CO2 splitting 
techniques hold especially great promise [64,65] for sustainable carbon cycling.

One can envision the fabrication of a laminar or porous collection material with large air-
accessible functional surfaces to ensure good contact between the air and the chemical CO2 
capture system on the material’s large surface. The collection material would capture CO2 
from the air in the open and, when fully loaded with CO2, the collection material could be 
retracted into a closed system where CO2 release would be affected by application of a pertur-
bation (i.e., a temperature increase). Large-scale CO2 scrubbing would require the deploy-
ment of banks of solar-power driven, cycling CCR devices and infrastructure for the periodic 
collection of captured CO2 and its storage (vide supra). There are many practical and economic 
issues to address, but it is certainly reasonable to assume that the technical aspects of device 
design and process control could be solved and that the economic viability of the process 
largely is a function of thermochemistry of the chemical CO2 capture system.

It is our goal to develop rubisco-based biomimetic CCR systems for reversible CO2 capture 
from air. Our designs of the chemical CO2 capture and release systems are informed by the 
understanding of the binding of the activator CO2, ACO2, in rubisco. The CO2 capture in a chemi-
cal CCR system would occur in the absence of RuBP (or any other related inhibitor) and inhibi-
tion of the activation by carbamoylation will not be an issue. Here we discuss the construction 
of several models, describe the equations for their thermochemical assessment with density 
functional theory, and we present the results of computational studies of small molecule model 
systems {CO2, RNH2, (A/K), MgL2} to explore the carbamoylation reaction of the rubisco active 
site: methylamine (CH3NH2) imitates the active site lysine, a simple carbonyl compound (alde-
hyde or ketone) supplies the hydrogen-bond acceptor function of the amide group of the active 
site aspartic acid (or asparagine), and magnesium formate MgL2 serves as a simple model of 
the Mg2+ receptor site. The analysis informs about the thermochemistry of the CO2 capture 
reaction and leads to the formulation of general criteria for reversible CO2 capture systems.

17.3 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Potential energy surface (PES) analyses [66] were performed with density functional the-
ory [67]. The hybrid density functional method B3LYP [68] was employed in conjunction 
with the 6-31G* basis set [69]. All relevant stationary structures were fully optimized and 
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vibrational frequencies were computed analytically to confirm that the structures are indeed 
stationary, to determine the character of each stationary structure via its number of imaginary 
modes, and to determine the thermochemical parameters for this stationary structure.

The potential energy surface, or hypersurface, describes the energy of a molecular assem-
bly and its value depends on the coordinates of all the atoms in the molecular system. It is one 
of the goals of potential surface analysis to locate so-called stationary structures, that is, struc-
tures where the gradients are zero along all of the internal coordinates. A stationary structure 
is a minimum if a small structural deformation along any one of its internal coordinates 
increases the energy of the system (positive gradient) and, hence, all of the vibrational fre-
quencies of such a minimum will be positive. A stationary structure will be a saddle point if 
a small structural deformation along at least one of the internal coordinates decreases the 
energy of the system (negative gradient) and, hence, a saddle point features at least one imag-
inary vibrational mode, i.e., a vibrational mode with a negative frequency. A transition state 
structure corresponds to a first-order saddle point on the potential energy surface and it is 
characterized by one imaginary vibrational mode (one negative frequency). The process of 
finding the stationary structures is referred to as structure optimization. Starting with a chem-
ically reasonable initial guess structure, the structure optimization is performed with highly 
sophisticated algorithms that simultaneously optimize all internal coordinates. For the com-
putational chemist, the art of potential energy surface analysis consists in the formulation of 
the structural problem and the competent interpretation of the results of the potential energy 
surface analysis.

The performance of a computational study of a potential energy surface requires the selec-
tion of a theoretical level. The theoretical level specifies the specific electronic structure 
method and the basis set employed in the solution of the Schrödinger equation. The difficult 
part of any quantum-mechanical electronic structure method concerns the treatment of elec-
tron correlation. Sophisticated quantum-mechanical methods for the treatment of electron 
correlation exist and all of these correlation methods express the correlated wave function as 
an optimized (most stable) expansion of the ground and excited states of the molecular sys-
tem. The sophistication of these methods depends on the number of electrons in the active 
space (and hence the number of excited states considered), on the types of excitations consid-
ered (singles, doubles, etc.), on the construction of the expansion (using perturbation theory 
or variational approaches), and all of these methods are rather computer-time demanding 
even for small systems. Density functional theory provides for an entirely different approach 
in that the correlation energy of a given electronic state is thought to depend on the electron 
density distribution described by the wave function of that one electronic state. The advan-
tage is immediately obvious in that an n-electron correlation problem is replaced by a correla-
tion problem that depends on the electron density distribution and its three Cartesian 
coordinates. The art of density functional theory consists of the selection of functionals which 
relate the correlation energy to the electron density distributions. The hybrid density func-
tional method B3LYP has been employed with remarkable success and B3LYP has effectively 
become the standard DFT method.

The 6-31G* basis set is a so-called polarized, split-valence basis set and this basis set has 
been widely used with excellent success. A split-valence basis set describes each core orbital 
by one basis function and each valence orbital by two basis functions. Each basis function of 
a core orbital consists of a fixed contraction (i.e., a sum) of six Gaussian functions. The inner 
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basis functions of the valence orbitals are described by fixed contractions of three Gaussian 
functions and the outer basis function of each valence orbital is a single flat Gaussian func-
tion. The 6-31G basis set refers to the ensemble of the exponents of the Gaussian functions of 
each element and all of the contraction coefficients which have been selected based on analy-
ses of extended sets of molecules. The star in the 6-31G* basis set indicates that the 6-31G basis 
set has been augmented by sets of d-type functions on all non-hydrogen atoms. It is the pur-
pose of the d-type basis functions to allow for deformations of the p-type orbitals, and it is for 
this reason that the d-type basis functions are called polarization functions. The use of such a 
polarized, split-valence basis set is required to adequately describe polar bonds (CO, CN, 
CO) and dative bonding (Mg2+ complexation). All of the models studied here are overall 
neutral systems. In particular, all formate ions always appear as neutral ion pairs with the 
magnesium counterion. While the description of anions would require additional augmenta-
tion of the basis set with so-called diffuse functions (spatially extended s- and p-type basis 
functions), an adequate description of overall neutral ion pairs is possible with the standard 
6-31G* basis set.

Molecular models of the optimized structures are shown in the figures, selected struc-
tural parameters are provided in the figure legends and discussed in the text, and Cartesian 
coordinates of all optimized structures are provided as Supporting Information. Total ener-
gies (Etot), vibrational zero point energies (VZPE), thermal energies (TE), molecular entro-
pies (S), the numbers of imaginary frequencies (NI), and the lowest vibrational frequencies 
ν1 and the dipole moments μ are given in Table 17.1. Pertinent relative and reaction 

TABLE 17.1 Total Energy and Thermochemical Data (a)
Molecule Etot VZPE TE S ν1 μ

Small systems

OCO −188.580940 6.36 8.23 39.63 640 0.000

H2O −76.408953 13.28 15.06 45.14 1713 2.095

CH3NH2 (MA) −95.853205 40.43 42.55 57.29 332 1.472

Mg(O2CH)2 (MgL2) −578.568463 30.35 35.04 86.79 65 0.006

H2CO (FA) −114.500473 16.83 18.63 52.24 1190 2.187

(CH3)2CO (Ac) −193.155695 52.76 56.16 73.64 37 2.815

CH3NH2·OCH2 −210.361237 58.74 63.37 84.04 46 0.942

CH3NH2·OC(CH3)2 −289.017622 94.41 100.85 103.44 17 1.969

CH3NH2·CO2 −284.440170 48.40 53.07 87.87 22 2.130

H2O·CO2 −264.995337 21.50 25.59 80.40 30 2.246

L2Mg·CO2 −767.159793 38.23 45.46 110.95 31 2.388

L2Mg·OH2 −655.014059 45.67 52.35 102.57 41 4.541

CH3NH2·OH2 −172.276175 56.13 60.11 75.88 99 3.414

FA·OH2 −190.920279 32.59 36.16 71.56 155 2.347

Ac·OH −269.578515 68.34 73.64 89.17 34 3.765

(Continued)
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NMCA

trans-trans, C1, 1 −284.440091 50.25 53.83 75.08 90 2.539

trans-cis, Cs, 2 −284.442125 50.11 53.77 76.42 47 2.341

cis-trans, C1, 3 −284.427557 49.87 53.50 75.18 91 5.348

cis-cis, Cs, 4a −284.427958 49.26 52.79 75.42 −298 5.256

cis-cis, C1, 4b −284.429028 49.86 53.50 75.19 85 4.852

NMCA·OCH2

trans-trans, Cs, 5 −398.954858 68.63 74.72 98.92 30 0.171

trans-cis, Cs, 6 −398.953433 68.35 74.62 101.26 35 3.468

cis-trans, Cs, 7 −398.943402 68.24 74.37 98.52 39 3.071

cis-cis, Cs, 8a −398.943844 67.76 73.82 100.58 −142 8.002

cis-cis, C1, 8b −398.944304 68.04 74.47 104.50 21 7.818

NMCA·OC(CH3)2 

trans-trans, Cs, 9a −477.611017 104.02 111.48 111.79 −25 2.148

trans-trans, C1, 9b −477.611038 104.12 112.10 117.54 21 2.119

trans-cis, Cs, 10a −477.610108 103.88 111.44 113.22 −21 5.191

trans-cis, C1, 10b −477.610102 103.88 112.03 121.57 11 5.184

cis-trans, Cs, 11a −477.599661 103.60 111.12 112.35 −28 4.020

cis-trans, C1, 11b −477.599692 103.72 111.74 117.19 22 3.993

cis-cis, Cs, 12a −477.604295 103.63 110.75 111.39 −31 8.514

cis-cis, C1, 12b −477.604905 104.04 112.03 117.43 21 7.703

NMCA·MgL2

tr.-tr., OHO, 13a −863.062346 81.86 90.83 123.02 34 6.285

tr.-tr., NHO, 13b −863.057174 81.90 90.97 124.29 29 6.107

tr.-cis, OHO, 14a −863.063258 81.88 90.84 122.92 34 6.021

trans-cis, 14b −863.050893 81.71 90.93 125.98 21 6.409

cis-trans, 15a −863.035216 81.09 90.52 128.64 20 10.166

cis-tr., NHO, 15b −863.045882 81.61 90.67 123.11 29 8.383

cis-cis, 16a −863.035548 81.02 90.50 129.15 23 9.634

cis-cis, 16b −863.037748 81.31 90.65 126.66 16 8.792

TABLE 17.1 (Continued)

Molecule Etot VZPE TE S ν1 μ

(Continued)
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energies (in kcal/mol) are listed in Table 17.2 and four thermodynamic values are provided 
for each parameter, and these are ΔE, ΔH0 = ΔE + ΔVZPE, ΔH298 = ΔE + ΔTE + Δ(pV), and 
ΔG298 = ΔH298 + 298.15·ΔS.

All of the computed thermodynamic parameters describe gas phase chemistry, that is, the 
computed data describe the stabilities of free molecules and their aggregation and/or com-
plexation in vacuum. Yet, we are interested in condensed phase chemistry and to attach 

TABLE 17.2 Relative and reaction energies (a)
Relation/Reaction ΔE ΔH0 ΔH298 ΔG298

Aggregates w/o NMCA

R3a CH3NH2 + FA → CH3NH2·FA −4.74 −3.27 −2.56 5.04

R3b CH3NH2 + Ac → CH3NH2·Ac −5.47 −4.25 −3.34 4.86

R3c CH3NH2 + CO2 → CH3NH2·CO2 −3.78 −2.17 −1.49 1.20

R7 L2Mg + CO2 → L2Mg·CO2 −6.52 −5.01 −4.33 0.28

H1 CH3NH2 + H2O → CH3NH2·HOH −8.80 −6.38 −6.29 1.62

H2 FA + H2O → FA·HOH −6.81 −4.34 −4.34 3.35

H3 Ac + H2O → Ac·HOH −8.70 −6.40 −6.28 2.55

H4 CO2 + H2O → H2O·CO2 −3.42 −1.55 −1.12 0.18

R9 L2Mg + OH2 → L2Mg·OH2 −22.99 −20.96 −20.74 −11.99

R10 L2Mg·OH2 + CO2 → L2Mg·CO2 + OH2 16.47 15.95 16.42 12.28

NMCA·MgL2·FA

trans-trans, 17a −977.579366 100.24 111.77 145.31 24 3.982

trans-trans, 17b −977.580010 100.46 111.88 143.91 24 3.512

trans-trans, 17c −977.572878 100.29 111.78 145.40 23 4.666

trans-trans, 17d −977.581032 100.34 111.63 140.22 28 5.989

trans-trans, 17e −977.568154 100.13 111.82 146.80 23 4.700

trans-trans, 17f −977.575560 100.42 111.77 140.33 28 6.238

trans-cis, 18a −977.576781 100.03 111.68 147.93 19 6.571

trans-cis, 18b −977.574027 100.12 111.72 146.20 17 4.174

NMCA·MgL2·Ac

trans-trans, 21a −1056.236362 135.91 149.17 159.68 19 4.543

trans-trans, 21b −1056.225166 135.46 149.08 164.99 15 4.922

(a) Total energies Etot in atomic units (1 a.u. = 627.51 kcal/mol), vibrational zero-point energies VZPE (in kcal/mol), thermal energies 
TE (in kcal/mol), and molecular entropies S (in cal K−1 mol−1). The lowest vibrational frequency ν1 is provided as a wave number (in 
cm−1) and the molecular dipole moment is given in Debye.

TABLE 17.1 (Continued)

Molecule Etot VZPE TE S ν1 μ

(Continued)
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NMCA isomers

1 vs. 2 1.28 1.42 1.34 1.74

3 vs. 2 9.14 8.90 8.87 9.24

4 vs. 2 8.22 7.97 7.95 8.32

R1 CH3NH2 + CO2 → 2 −5.01 −1.69 −2.02 4.09

R3c CH3NH2 + CO2 → CH3NH2·CO2 −3.78 −2.17 −1.49 1.20

R1’ CH3NH2·CO2 → 2 −1.23 0.49 −0.53 2.89

Erel, NMCA·(A/K) isomers

FA, 6 vs. 5 0.89 0.62 0.79 0.09

FA, 7 vs. 5 7.19 6.80 6.84 6.96

FA, 8b vs. 5 6.62 6.04 6.37 4.71

Ac, 10b vs. 9b 0.59 0.35 0.51 −0.69

Ac, 11b vs. 9b 7.12 6.71 6.76 6.86

Ac, 12b vs. 9b 3.85 3.77 3.77 3.80

Eb, NMCA·Fc isomers

trans-trans, 1 + FA → 5 −8.97 −7.42 −6.71 1.76

trans-cis, 2 + FA → 6 −6.80 −5.39 −4.58 3.59

cis-trans, 3 + FA → 7 −9.65 −8.11 −7.40 1.22

cis-cis, 4b + FA → 8b −9.29 −7.94 −6.95 −0.11

R2a 2 + FA → 5 −7.69 −6.01 −5.37 3.50

R3a CH3NH2 + FA → CH3NH2·FA −4.74 −3.27 −2.56 5.04

R4a CH3NH2·FA + CO2 → 5 −7.96 −4.43 −4.83 2.54

Eb, NMCA·Ac isomers

trans-trans, 1 + Ac → 9b −9.57 −8.46 −7.46 1.83

trans-cis, 2 + Ac → 10b −7.71 −6.70 −5.61 2.89

cis-trans, 3 + Ac → 11b −10.32 −9.23 −8.23 1.20

cis-cis, 4b + Ac → 12b −12.66 −11.24 −10.30 −0.94

R2b 2 + Ac → 9b −8.29 −7.04 −6.12 3.58

R3b CH3NH2 + Ac → CH3NH2·Ac −5.47 −4.25 −3.34 4.86

R4b CH3NH2·Ac + CO2 → 9b −7.83 −4.47 −4.81 2.81

Erel, NMCA·MgL2 isomers

trans-trans, 13a vs. 14a 0.57 0.55 0.56 0.53

trans-trans, 13b vs. 14a 3.82 3.84 3.94 3.54

TABLE 17.2 (Continued)

Relation/Reaction ΔE ΔH0 ΔH298 ΔG298

(Continued)
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 trans-cis, 14b vs. 14a 7.76 7.59 7.85 6.93

cis-trans, 15a vs. 14a 17.60 16.81 17.27 15.56

cis-trans, 15b vs. 14a 10.90 10.63 10.73 10.67

cis-cis, 16a vs. 14a 17.39 16.53 17.04 15.19

cis-cis, 16b vs. 14a 16.01 15.44 15.81 14.70

Eb, NMCA·MgL2 isomers

1 + MgL2 → 13a −33.76 −32.51 −31.80 −20.22

1 + MgL2 → 13b −30.51 −29.21 −28.41 −17.21

R5 2 + MgL2 → 14a −33.05 −31.64 −31.02 −19.00

2 + MgL2 → 14b −25.29 −24.05 −23.17 −12.07

3 + MgL2 → 15a −24.60 −23.72 −22.62 −12.68

3 + MgL2 → 15b −31.29 −29.90 −29.16 −17.57

4b + MgL2 → 16a −23.88 −23.08 −21.92 −12.13

4b + MgL2 → 16b −15.26 −24.16 −23.15 −12.63

R6 CO2 + CH3NH2 + MgL2 → 14a −38.06 −33.32 −33.04 −14.92

R7 L2Mg + CO2 → L2Mg·CO2 −6.52 −5.01 −4.33 0.28

R8 CO2·MgL2 + CH3NH2 → 14a −31.54 −28.32 −28.71 −15.20

R9 L2Mg + OH2 → L2Mg·OH2 −22.99 −20.96 −20.74 −11.99

R10 L2Mg·OH2 + CO2 → L2Mg·CO2 + OH2 16.47 15.95 16.42 12.28

R11 H2O·MgL2 + CO2 + CH3NH2 → 14a −15.06 −12.36 −12.29 −2.92

NMCA·MgL2·FA isomers

17b vs. 17a −0.40 −0.19 −0.29 0.13

17c vs. 17a 4.07 4.11 4.09 4.06

17d vs. 17a −1.05 −0.95 −1.18 0.33

17e vs. 17b 7.44 7.11 7.38 6.52

17f vs. 17b 2.79 2.75 2.69 3.76

18b vs. 18a 1.73 1.81 1.77 2.29

18a vs. 17a 1.62 1.41 1.54 0.76

R12a 14a + FA → 17a −9.81 −8.28 −7.52 1.38

R14a H2O·MgL2 + CO2 + MA·FA → 17a + H2O −20.13 −17.38 −17.26 −6.59

NMCA·MgL2·Ac isomers

21b vs. 21a 7.03 6.58 6.94 5.36

R12b 14a + Ac → 21a −10.93 −9.66 −8.76 2.24

R14b H2O·MgL2 + CO2 + MA·Ac → 21a + H2O −20.52 −17.76 −17.72 −5.54

(a) All energies are given in kcal/mol. Numbers are provided to two digits for numerical accuracy at the selected theoretical level.

TABLE 17.2 (Continued)

Relation/Reaction ΔE ΔH0 ΔH298 ΔG298
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meaning to the computed data requires some thought. To begin with, we point out that we 
computed the ΔH298 values assuming that the term Δ(pV) is negligible. If one is interested in 
volume effects of reactions that convert n molecule to m molecules, one can easily compute the 
respective enthalpy of the gas-phase reaction by addition of (m−n)·RT to ΔH298 (where 
RT = 0.595 kcal/mol). A more important issue concerns the molecular entropies. The computed 
molecular entropies are sums of the entropies due to translational, rotational, and vibrational 
motions. The translational and rotational entropies are large; their sum exceeds the vibrational 
entropies for small molecules (i.e., NMCA) and their sum still matches the vibrational entropy 
of our largest systems (i.e., 21). The point here is that the translational and rotational freedoms 
of molecules in condensed phase are quite obviously reduced as compared to the gas phase. If 
all of the computed molecular entropies S are overestimated, then one must wonder about the 
consequence for ΔS of an association reaction. The translational and rotational entropies in 
condensed phase decrease with molecular size and, hence, the overestimation of the com-
puted molecular entropy is larger for an aggregate than for its constituents and the computed 
ΔS value for an aggregate formation reaction is systematically overestimated. The ΔS value 
for an aggregation usually is negative and the −T·ΔS term increases ΔG relative to the ΔH 
term. If the molecular entropy of the aggregate is overestimated the most, then the computed 
ΔS value for an aggregate formation reaction will not be negative enough and, in turn, the ΔG 
value for this aggregation will not be raised enough relative to the ΔH term. Hence, the com-
puted ΔG values of aggregation reactions are lower limits.

Computations were performed with Gaussian09 [70] in conjunction with Gaussview 5 [71], 
on an SGI Altix BX2 SMP system with 64 Itanium2 processors and a Dell EM64T cluster sys-
tem with 512 processors.

17.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

17.4.1  Small Molecule Models: Model Construction and Thermochemistry

17.4.1.1  Overview and Conception of the Approach
We want to evaluate the environmental effects on the thermochemistry of the addition of 

methylamine to carbon dioxide to form N-methylcarbaminic acid (NMCA) in the gas phase 
(g), reaction R1. Two effects of the environment will be considered and these are the stabiliza-
tion of the product by hydrogen-bonding between NMCA and a model carbonyl compound 
and the complexation of the NMCA molecule by a model magnesium complex. We will first 
model each one of these two effects separately and subsequently we will also examine the 
consequences of the combination of both effects together. The thermochemistry of the model 
systems will be described by a system of 14 reactions which are introduced here.

The evaluation of the equations requires the determination of the structures and the energies 
of NMCA, of its aggregates NMCA·(A/K) and complexes NMCA·MgL2, and of the complexes 
NMCA·MgL2·(A/K). Therefore, in the following sections of this chapter we will report on the 
isomers 1–4 of NMCA, the isomers 5–8 of the formaldehyde aggregates NMCA·FA, the isomers 
9–12 of the acetone aggregates NMCA·Ac, the isomers 13–16 of the complexes NMCA·MgL2, 
and the isomers 17 and 18 of the complex NMCA·MgL2·FA and structures 21 of the complex 

(R1)CO2(g) + CH3NH2(g) → NMCA(g)
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NMCA·MgL2·Ac. The discussion and the evaluation of these equations also require the deter-
mination of several smaller systems, and the structures and energies were determined of the 
substrates methylamine CH3NH2 and CO2, of the aggregates of methylamine with formalde-
hyde, acetone, and CO2, and of magnesium formate MgL2 and its complexes CO2·MgL2 and 
H2O·MgL2. The energies of the small systems are listed on top of Table 17.1, the structures of 
some of the small systems are shown in Figure 17.2, and the aggregation energies of these sys-
tems (reactions R3, R7, and R9) will be discussed below in the appropriate context.

17.4.1.2  Modeling the Hydrogen-Bond Acceptor Carbonyl Site

The model carbonyl compound will be an aldehyde (A) or a ketone (K) and we consider one 
example of each. In reactions (R2)–(R4) we write (A/K) for the model carbonyl compound, 
and (R2)–(R4) will be evaluated for formaldehyde (R2a–R4a) and for acetone (R2b–R4b).

(R2)NMCA(g) + (A/K)(g) → [NMCA·(A/K)](g)

(R3)CH3NH2(g) + (A/K)(g) → [CH3NH2 ·(A/K)](g)

(R4)[CH3NH2 ·(A/K)](g) + CO2(g) → [NMCA·(A/K)](g)

H3C–NH2·HOH H3C–NH2·O=CH2 H3C–NH2·O=CMe2

H3C–NH2·CO2 H2O·MgL2 O=C=O·MgL2

FIGURE 17.2 Structures of aggregates formed by methylamine CH3NH2 with formaldehyde, acetone, CO2, and 
water, and of complexes formed between magnesium formate MgL2 and water and CO2. Major structural parameter 
(in Å and degrees) describing the intermolecular bonding situation: H3CNH2·HOH: d(N…HO) = 1.920; 
H3CNH2·OCH2: d(NH…O) = 2.260, d(N…HCHO) = 2.561; H3CNH2·OCMe2: d(NH…O) = 2.180, d(N…
HCH2) = 2.524; H3CNH2·OCO: d(N…CO2) = 2.802; H2O·MgL2: d(Mg…O) = 2.070; OCO·MgL2: d(Mg…
O) = 2.239, ∠(MgOC) = 127.7, INA distance d(O2C…Oformate) = 2.903.
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Reaction R2 describes the association of NMCA with the model carbonyl compound (A/K) 
and we refer to the aggregate as NMCA·(A/K). The presence of the carbonyl compound will 
not only stabilize the addition product NMCA but the carbonyl also has the potential to stabi-
lize the amine substrate before the addition reaction. Reaction R3 describes the association of 
the substrate methylamine with the model carbonyl compound (A/K) and we refer to this pre-
reaction substrate aggregate as CH3NH2·(A/K). The combined effects of substrate and product 
stabilization by the carbonyl compound are reflected in reaction R4, the addition of CO2 to a 
carbonyl-aggregated methylamine to form the carbonyl-aggregated N-methylcarbaminic acid. 
The thermochemistry of reaction R4 is a function of reactions (R1)–(R3): R4 = R1 + R2−R3.

We evaluated reaction R3 for formaldehyde (R3a) and acetone (R3b). The major inter-
molecular contact in the aggregates CH3NH2·OCH2 and CH3NH2·OCMe2 (Figure 17.2) 
is the hydrogen-bonding interaction between one amino-H and the carbonyl-O. In addi-
tion, there are secondary, weaker contacts between the amino-N and an H-atom of the 
carbonyl compound with similar contact distances in the formaldehyde system (d(N…
HCHO) = 2.561 Å) and in the acetone system (d(N…HCH2COMe) = 2.524 Å). Overall, these 
CH contacts are relatively weak (ΔH298(R3a) = −2.6 kcal/mol, ΔH298(R3b) = −3.3 kcal/mol) 
and both associations are heavily disfavored by the association entropy (ΔG298(R3a) ≈ ΔG298(R
3b) ≈ +5.0 kcal/mol).

17.4.1.3  Modeling the Magnesium Complex Site
The model magnesium complex will be a neutral complex MgL2 where L is a singly charged 

anion, and we model MgL2 with magnesium formate (L = HCO2
−). Reaction R5 describes 

the association of NMCA with the model magnesium complex MgL2 to form the complex 
NMCA·MgL2. The presence of the magnesium formate will not only stabilize the addition 
product NMCA but the magnesium formate also has the potential to stabilize the CO2 sub-
strate before the addition reaction. Reaction R7 describes the association of the substrate 
CO2 with the model magnesium complex MgL2 to form the pre-reaction substrate aggregate 
CO2·MgL2. The combined effects of CO2 substrate and NMCA product stabilization by the 
model magnesium complex are reflected in reaction R8, the addition of methylamine to a 
Mg2+-complexed CO2 molecule to form the Mg2+-complexed N-methylcarbaminic acid. The 
thermochemistry of reaction R8 is a function of reactions R1, R5, and R7: R8 = R1 + R5−R7 
and with R6 = R1 + R5 one obtains R8 = R6−R7.

(R3a)CH3NH2(g) + OñCH2(g) → [CH3NH2 ·OñCH2](g)

(R3b)CH3NH2(g) + OñCMe2(g) → [CH3NH2 ·OñCMe2](g)

(R5)NMCA(g) + MgL
2
(g) → [NMCA·MgL

2
](g)

(R6)CO2(g) + CH3NH2(g) + MgL
2
(g) → [NMCA·MgL

2
](g)

(R7)CO2(g) + MgL
2
(g) → [CO2 ·MgL

2
](g)

(R8)[CO2 ·MgL
2
](g) + CH3NH2(g) → [NMCA·MgL2](g)
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The structure of the product CO2·MgL2 of the association reaction R7 is shown in Figure 17.2. 
The CO2 molecule coordinates to the Mg2+ cation with a ligand distance d(Mg…O) = 2.239 Å 
and at an angle ∠(MgOC) = 127.7°. The geometry of the complex also suggests an attrac-
tive interaction between the electrophilic center of the CO2 ligand and the proximate formate 
O-atom. This interaction is indicated in Figure 17.2 by the long-dash line and the incipient 
nucleophilic attack (INA, [72]) distance between the nucleophilic and electrophilic cen-
ters is about 2.09 Å. Carbon dioxide is a highly quadrupolar molecule [42] and one might 
expect its interaction with a Mg2+ cation to be strong. Yet, the computations suggest that the 
complexation of CO2 by magnesium formate is exothermic by only ΔH298(R7) = −4.3 kcal/mol 
and that the association is essentially thermoneutral on the free enthalpy surface with 
ΔG298(R7) = +0.3 kcal/mol.

17.4.1.4  Modeling Water/CO2 Exchange at the Magnesium Complex Site
Prior to the addition reaction, the substrates methylamine and CO2 and their future binding 

sites, the model carbonyl compound, and the model magnesium complex, all will be interacting 
with their respective environments as best as possible. These interactions might involve some 
specific interactions (i.e., the carbonyl group in rubisco could engage in hydrogen-bonding 
with HB-donors in the peptide chain) but hydrogen-bonding with water molecules is most 
likely. The interactions of one water molecule with CH3NH2, formaldehyde, acetone, or CO2 
(reactions H1–H4) all are relatively weak whereas the complexation of MgL2 by water (reac-
tion R9) stands out dramatically.

As expected, the formations of the hydrates CH3NH2·HOH (ΔH298(H1) = −6.3 kcal/mol), 
H2CO·HOH (ΔH298(H2) = −4.3 kcal/mol), Me2CO·HOH (ΔH298(H3) = −6.3 kcal/mol), and 
H2O·CO2 (ΔH298(H4) = −1.2 kcal/mol) are slightly exothermic, but the data in Table 17.2 also 
show that all of these aggregations are slightly endergonic, ΔG298(H%) > 0. On the other hand, 
the complex formed by association of one water molecule with magnesium formate is stable 
enough to have some lifetime: reaction R9 is highly exothermic (ΔH298(R9) = −20.7 kcal/mol) 
and the reaction also is significantly exergonic (ΔG298(R9) = −12.0 kcal/mol).

(H1)H2O(g) + H2NCH3(g) → [HOH·NH2(CH3)](g)

(H2)H2O(g) + OñCH2(g) → [HOH·OñCH2](g)

(H3)H2O(g) + OñCMe2(g) → [HOH·OñCMe2](g)

(H4)H2O(g) + CO2(g) → [H2O·CO2](g)

(R9)H2O(g) + MgL
2
(g) → [H2O·MgL

2
](g)

(R10)CO2(g) + [H2O·MgL
2
](g) → [CO2 ·MgL

2
)](g) + H2O(g)

(R11)[H2O·MgL
2
](g) + CO2(g) + CH3NH2(g) → [NMCA·MgL

2
](g) + H2O(g)
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The comparison of reactions R7 and R9 shows that the complexations of substrate CO2 and of 
water by MgL2 will be very different and, consequently, the exchange of a ligand water by a CO2 
molecule, reaction R10 (R10 = R7−R9) is significantly endothermic (ΔH298(R10) = 16.4 kcal/mol) 
and endergonic (ΔG298(R10) = 12.3 kcal/mol). Therefore, a reasonable model of the Mg2+-
catalyzed N-methylcarbaminic acid formation must consider the forced replacement of ligand 
water by CO2 and, hence, reaction R10 presents a much more appropriate model than reaction 
R8. Accounting for reaction R10 converts reaction R8 to reaction R11: R11 = R8 + R10.

17.4.1.5  Modeling the HB-Acceptor Carbonyl and Magnesium Complex Sites

We are now ready to consider the combined effects of product stabilization by hydrogen-
bonding between NMCA and a model carbonyl compound and by complexation of NMCA 
by the model magnesium complex.

We constructed the model systems (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2 by addition of formaldehyde or 
acetone to the appropriate magnesium formate complexes NMCA·MgL2, and reaction R12 
describes these associations for formaldehyde (R12a) and acetone (R12b). Combination of 
reactions R11 and R12 results in reaction R13 (R13 = R11 + R12), and considering the aggrega-
tion between the substrate methylamine and the carbonyl model (reaction R3) one obtains 
reaction R14; R14 = R13−R3 = R11 + R12−R3. Reaction R14 models the capture of CO2 and the 
addition of the Mg2+-complexed CO2 to a pre-positioned, carbonyl-aggregated methylamine 
CH3NH2·(A/K) to form the Mg2+-complexed and carbonyl-aggregated N-methylcarbaminic 
acid (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2.

17.4.2  Stereochemistry of N-Methylcarbaminic Acid
N-Methylcarbaminic acid (NMCA) is able to form isomers about the CN bond due to amide 

resonance. The labels trans and cis are used to describe the relation between the N-methyl and 
the carbonyl groups in the CN-isomers. With a view to the potential for metal complexation 
of both oxygen atoms of NMCA’s carboxylic acid group, we studied not only the “normal” 
carboxylic acid isomers with the H2NC(O)OH conformation in which the acid-H is trans 
relative to the amino group but we also considered the uncommon cis isomer. The first and 
second stereochemical labels describe the stereochemistry about the MeNHC(O)OH and 

(R11)[H2O·MgL
2
](g) + CO2(g) + CH3NH2(g) → [NMCA·MgL

2
](g) + H2O(g)

(R12)[NMCA·MgL
2
](g) + (A/K)(g) → [(A/K)·NMCA·MgL

2
](g)

(R13)

[H2O·MgL
2
](g) + CO2(g) + CH3NH2(g) + (A/K)(g) → [(A/K)NMCA·MgL

2
](g) + H2O(g)

(R3)CH3NH2(g) + (A/K)(g) → [CH3NH2 ·(A/K)](g)

(R14)

[H2O·MgL
2
](g) + CO2(g) + [CH3NH2 ·(A/K)](g) → [(A/K)·NMCA·MgL

2
](g) + H2O(g)
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MeNH–C(O)OH bonds, respectively. The four possible isomers 1–4 of N-methylcarbaminic 
acid were located and molecular models of the optimized structures are shown in Figure 17.3.

Except for the Cs-symmetric structure 2, the structures of the minima are asymmetric (C1) 
because the amide-N is slightly pyramidal in those isomers; the dihedral angles ∠(OCNH) 
are 7.7° (1), 180° (2), 8.1° (3), and −153.4° (4), and the dihedrals ∠(OCNCH3) are 171.9° 
(1), 0° (2), 163.4° (3), and −7.5° (4). N-Inversion in isomers 1, 3, and 4 is extremely easy, and 
their actual structures are best thought of as fluxional molecules that oscillate between their 
respective enantiomers. The most stable isomer is the trans-cis structure 2 with a small 

trans-trans,1, C1 trans-cis, 2, C

cis-trans, 3, C 1 cis-cis, 4, C1

S

FIGURE 17.3 Molecular models of the optimized structures of the stereoisomers of N-methylcarbaminic acid 
(NMCA). The first and second stereochemical labels describe the stereochemistry about the MeNHC(O)OH and 
MeNHC(O)OH bonds, respectively. Major structural parameter (in Å and degrees): d(CN): 1.361 (1), 1.358 (2), 
1.380 (3), and 1.382 (4b); d(CO): 1.218 (1), 1.219 (2), 1.210 (3), and 1.209 (4); d(COH): 1.366 (1), 1.368 (2), 1.364 (3), 
and 1.368 (4); ∠(OCOH): 123.0 (1), 123.1 (2), 121.0 (3), and 121.0 (4); ∠(OCN): 125.2 (1), 126.6 (2), 123.5 (3), and 
124.7 (4); ∠(CNCH3): 125.7 (1), 122.5 (2), 125.7 (3), and 118.6 (4); ∠(OCNH): 7.7 (1), 180.0 (2), 8.1 (3), and 
−153.4 (4); ∠(OCNCH3): 171.9 (1), 0.0 (2), 163.4 (3), and −7.5 (4).
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preference over the trans-trans isomer 1. The two “normal” trans-acid isomers 1 and 2 are 
clearly favored over the cis-acid isomers 3 and 4 by about 8–10 kcal/mol (Table 17.2).

The evaluation of the addition reaction CH3NH2 + CO2 → NMCA (R1) with the data for the 
most stable isomer 2 of N-methylcarbaminic acid shows reaction R1 to be slightly exothermic 
(ΔH298(R1) = −2.0 kcal/mol) but also slightly endergonic (ΔG298(R1) = +4.1 kcal/mol). Hence, 
the addition of methylamine to carbon dioxide is thermodynamically unfavorable and this 
result is in agreement with reports of earlier, similar studies [73–76]. We computed the ther-
modynamic parameters with the approximation Δ(pV) ≈ 0 which applies to the condensed 
phase reaction of methylamine with dissolved CO2. For the addition of gaseous CO2 and 
methylamine, one would have to modify ΔHadd and ΔGadd by addition of Δ(pV) ≈ −
RT = −0.6 kcal/mol and the reaction free enthalpy would then become ΔGadd = 3.5 kcal/mol, 
and it would still be positive.

The optimized structure of the aggregate CH3NH2·CO2 is shown in Figure 17.2. The amine-N 
approaches the electrophilic center of CO2 to about 2.8 Å and CO2 remains almost linear (175.0°). 
The association reaction R3c is only slightly exothermic (ΔH298(R3c) = −1.5 kcal/mol) and it is 
also slightly endergonic (ΔG298(R3c) = +1.2 kcal/mol). Aggregate CH3NH2·CO2 does not pres-
ent a stable resting state, but the addition reaction proceeds through structures of this type on 
the way to the reaction transition state of the addition reaction.

17.4.3  Carbonyl-Aggregates of N-Methylcarbaminic Acid

Hydrogen-bonding of the carbamide-H presents one way to stabilize the addition product 
NMCA. We explored the structures and stabilities of aggregates formed between NMCA and 
two model carbonyls as hydrogen-bond acceptors. Formaldehyde (FA) contains rather posi-
tively charged H-atoms which might engage in additional H-bonding. This potential disad-
vantage is avoided, or at least significantly reduced, with the use of acetone (Ac) as model 
carbonyl compound. The H-bonded aggregates 5–8 and 9–12, formed between isomers 1–4 
and FA and Ac, respectively, are shown in Figures 17.4–17.6, respectively.

We have seen that the isomers 1, 3, and 4 of N-methylcarbaminic acid are asymmetric and 
that their enantiomerizations are very fast. The results are pretty much the same whether the 
Cs-symmetric structure 2 is undergoing N-inversion vibrations or whether a non-planar struc-
ture is oscillating between its enantiomers. Similar issues occur with the carbonyl-aggregates 
and the potential energy surface characteristics might differ from one case to the next, but the 
underlying physical reality remains essentially the same. The NMCA·FA adducts 5–7 feature 
Cs-symmetric minima while adduct 8 is slightly asymmetric. On the other hand, the NMCA·Ac 
adducts 9–12 all feature asymmetric minima (C1) and nearly isoenergetic Cs-symmetric transi-
tion state structures for their enantiomerizations.

(R1)CO2(g) + CH3NH2(g) → 2(g)

(R3c)CH3NH2(g) + CO2(g) → [CH3NH2 ·CO2](g)

(R1′=R1−R3c)[CH3NH2 ·CO2](g) → 2(g)
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The aggregates 5 and 9b of the trans-trans NMCA isomer 1 are the most relevant models in 
the present context. The trans-trans isomer of NMCA has the correct stereochemistry to simulta-
neously engage in hydrogen-bonding between its amide-H and the carbonyl binding site and in 
Mg2+-complexation via its carbonyl-O (vide infra). Therefore, relative energies of the aggregates 
NMCA·(A/K) reported in Table 17.2 are relative to 5 and 9b (in spite of the fact that 10b is slightly 
more stable than 9b). The binding energies reported in Table 17.2 for the aggregates NMCA·(A/K) 
all refer to the aggregation of a given NMCA isomer with retention of its stereochemistry.

The aggregates NMCA·(A/K) generally feature a near-linear hydrogen-bond with the 
amide’s NH bond pointing toward one of the lone pair regions of the carbonyl compound 
and a secondary contact between a CH bond of the carbonyl and an acid-O (Figures 17.4–
17.6). The cis-cis isomers of NMCA stand out in that they can engage in two hydrogen bonds 
with the carbonyl-O to form aggregates 8b and 12b, respectively. Nevertheless, the cis-cis 
isomers remain significantly less stable than any of the normal trans-acid isomers.

trans-trans, 5 trans-cis, 6

cis-trans, 7 cis-cis, 8b

FIGURE 17.4 Molecular models of the optimized structures of aggregates formed between the stereoisomers of 
N-methylcarbaminic acid and model carbonyl compound formaldehyde. Major structural parameter (in Å and degrees) 
describing the intermolecular bonding situation: d(NH…O): 1.986 (5), 2.015 (6), 1.967 (7), and 2.317 (8b); d(CO…H): 
2.278 (5), 2.458 (6), and 2.261 (7); and d(OH…O): 1.920 (8b).
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The energies for the reactions R2a and R2b (Table 17.2) describe the aggregation of the 
previously free, independently moving and preferred NMCA trans-cis isomer 2 with formal-
dehyde (FA) or acetone (Ac), respectively, to form the trans-trans aggregates 5 and 9b, respec-
tively. With the thermochemical data for the aggregation reactions R3a and R3b, we can now 
evaluate the thermochemistry of the reaction R4a and R4b, that is, the additions of CO2 to a 
carbonyl-aggregate of methylamine to form a carbonyl-aggregate of NMCA. The data in Table 
17.2 show that carbonyl aggregation makes the NMCA formation about 3 kcal/mol more 
exothermic (ΔH(R1) = −2.0 kcal/mol vs. ΔH(R4a) ≈ ΔH(R4b) = −4.8 kcal/mol) and about 
1 kcal/mol less endergonic (ΔG(R1) = +4.1 kcal/mol vs. ΔG(R4a) ≈ ΔG(R4b) ≈ 2.5−2.8 kcal/

trans-trans, 9b trans-cis, 10b

cis-trans, 11b cis-cis, 12b

FIGURE 17.5 Molecular models of the optimized structures of aggregates formed between the stereoisomers of 
N-methylcarbaminic acid and model carbonyl compound acetone. Major structural parameter (in Å and degrees) 
describing the intermolecular bonding situation: d(NH…O): 1.952 (9b), 1.993 (10b), 1.937 (11b), and 2.336 (12b); 
d(CO…HAc): 2.314 (9b), 2.457 (10b), and 2.296 (11b); and d(OH…O): 1.840 (12b).
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mol). While noticeable, the effect of carbonyl aggregation on the reaction thermochemistry is 
relatively small and, most importantly, this event still leaves the addition reaction thermody-
namically unfavorable. It is the primary function of the carbonyl group in the rubisco active 
site (Asp202 or Asn192, see Scheme 17.3) to orient the substrates into proper conformations 
for reaction.

trans-trans,  OH...O(formate), 13a trans-cis,  OH...O(formate), 14a

trans-trans,  NH...O(formate), 13b trans-cis, 14b

FIGURE 17.6 Molecular models of the optimized structures of complexes formed between the trans acid isomers of 
N-methylcarbaminic acid and magnesium formate. Major structural parameter (in Å and degrees) describing the inter-
molecular bonding situation: d(Mg…O): 2.007 (13a), 2.020 (13b); 2.009 (14a), 2.022 (14b); ∠(MgOC): 134.6 (13a), 
134.6 (13b), 134.8 (14a), and 147.4 (4b); d(OH…O): 1.659 (13a), 1.669 (14a); d(NH…O): 1.864 (13b). In 14b, the N-methyl 
groups hydrogen atoms are pointed toward the proximate formate-O atoms: d(Me-H……O): 2.501 and 2.510.
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17.4.4  Magnesium Formate Complexes of N-Methylcarbaminic Acid

We employ magnesium formate, MgL2 (L = HCO2
−), to study Mg2+ complexation of NMCA 

in a small model system. We considered aggregates of magnesium formate formed with 1–4 
and the optimized structures of the NMCA·MgL2 systems are shown in Figure 17.6 (trans-
acid isomers) and Figure 17.7 (cis-acid isomers).

All of the NMCA·MgL2 aggregates feature Mg2+ coordination by the carbonyl-O of the 
NMCA molecule. The NMCA isomers with cis acid conformations were considered because of 
their potential to serve as bidentate ligands, that is, the potential that both the carbonyl-O and 
the acid’s hydroxyl-O might coordinate simultaneously to the metal cation. However, the opti-
mized structures show that this option is not realized and that only the NMCA’s carbonyl-O 
coordinates to the Mg2+ ion. In addition to the primary d(Mg…ONMCA) contact, all of the 
NMCA·MgL2 aggregates show secondary interactions between NMCA and the formate ligands. 
One of the NMCA’s carbonyl σ-lone pairs coordinates to the Mg2+ ion and the nature of the 
secondary interaction depends one which carbonyl σ-lone pair engages in complex formation.

In isomers 13a and 14a (Figure 17.6), strong secondary interactions result from hydrogen-
bonding between the trans acid’s hydroxyl group and a formate-O with d(OH…O) values of 
1.659 Å (13a) and 1.669 Å (14a). In 13b and 14b, the NMCA’s carbonyl coordinates the Mg2+ 
ion with its other lone pair and the N-methylamino group is placed in proximity to the for-
mate ligands. Isomer 13b benefits from a hydrogen-bonding interaction between NMCA’a 
amide NH bond and a formate-O with d(NH…O) = 1.864 Å. In 14b, the N-methyl group’s 
hydrogen atoms are pointed toward the proximate formate-O atoms (d(O…HMe): 2.501 and 
2.510 Å) and there is some benefit from charge-induced polarization.

The coordination of NMCA isomers 3 and 4 with their cis acid moieties to magnesium 
formate results in the complexes 15 and 16 (Figure 17.7). With secondary OH…Oformate hydro-
gen-bonding (as in 13a and 14a) no longer attainable, one formate-O instead approaches the 
next best electrophilic center: the NMCA’s central carbon atom. The incipient nucleophilic 
attack interactions [72] are indicated by long-dash lines in Figure 17.7, and the INA-distances 
are 3.133 Å (15a) and 3.149 Å (16a). The coordination modes of cis acid isomers 15b and 16b 
are similar to those in the trans acid isomers 13b and 14b, respectively.

The relative energies of the NMCA·MgL2 complexes are given in Table 17.2. Complex 14a is 
the most stable structure and complex 13a is a close second; both of the complexes feature η1-
carbonyl coordination of Mg2+ together with an OH…Oformate secondary contact. The isomer in 
13a with its additional OH…Oformate contact is about 3.0 kcal/mol more stable isomer in 13b with 
its additional NH…Oformate contact. The absence of a secondary hydrogen-bonding contact in 
14b lowers the complex’s stability by about 7 kcal/mol. All complexes of the cis acids 3 and 4 are 
less stable than 14a by at least 10 kcal/mol. In the NMCA·MgL2 complexes, the NMCA isomers 
with cis acid moieties do not benefit from bidentate coordination to Mg2+ cation and, to make 
things worse, they are destabilized by repulsion between the acid-OH and the carboxylate-Os.

The NMCA·MgL2 complex formation energy describes the complexation of the most stable 
isomer of NMCA by magnesium formate leading to the formation of the most stable 
NMCA·MgL2 complex: reaction R5 is the reaction 2 + MgL2 → 14a. Reaction R5 is exothermic 
by ΔH(R5) = −31.0 kcal/mol and is exergonic by ΔG(R5) = −19.0 kcal/mol (Table 17.2).

With the knowledge of the NMCA·MgL2 complex formation energies, we are finally in a posi-
tion to evaluate the thermochemistry of the NMCA formation reactions R6 (no pre-coordination, 
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cis-trans , 15a cis-cis, 16a

cis-trans , 15b cis-cis, 16b

FIGURE 17.7 Molecular models of the optimized structures of complexes formed between the cis acid isomers of 
N-methylcarbaminic acid and magnesium formate. Major structural parameter (in Å and degrees) describing the 
intermolecular bonding situation: d(Mg…O): 2.048 (15a), 2.015 (15b); 2.053 (16a), 2.018 (16b); ∠(MgOC): 124.3 
(15a), 135.3 (15b), 124.0 (16a), and 146.1 (16b); d(NH…O): 1.864 (15b). Possible incipient nucleophilic attack interac-
tions are indicated by long-dash lines and the INA-distances are 3.133 (15a) and 3.149 (16a). In 16b, the N-methyl 
group’s hydrogen atoms are pointed toward the proximate formate-O atoms: d(Me-H…O): 2.539 and 2.448.
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R6 = R1 + R5), R8 (CO2·MgL2 pre-coordination, R8 = R6−R7), and R11 (H2O·MgL2 pre-coordination, 
R11 = R8 + R10). The most important computed results are ΔH(R6) = −33.0 kcal/mol and 
ΔG(R6) = −15.0 kcal/mol, ΔH(R8) = −28.7 kcal/mol and ΔG(R8) = −15.2 kcal/mol, and ΔH(R11) =  
−12.3 kcal/mol and ΔG(R11) = −2.9 kcal/mol (Table 17.2). These results allow for several impor-
tant conclusions.

First, model systems that consider the effects of magnesium complexation show the Mg2+-
catalyzed NMCA formation reaction to be exothermic and exergonic. Second, the Mg2+-
catalyzed NMCA formation reactions R6 and R8 suggest a reaction enthalpy of about 
−30 ± 3 kcal/mol and a reaction free enthalpy of about −15 ± 1 kcal/mol. Third, both the exo-
thermicity and the exergonicity of NMCA formation are significantly reduced when the 
water/CO2 ligand exchange is accounted for in the Mg2+-catalyzed NMCA formation reac-
tion R11. The NMCA formation reaction R11 is exergonic by just a few kcal/mol. Hence, it is 
the inclusion of the water/CO2 ligand exchange in the Mg2+-catalyzed NMCA formation 
reaction R11 that produces a model for reversible NMCA formation, and we will elaborate in 
Section 17.4.6.

17.4.5  Carbonyl-Aggregates of Magnesium Formate Complexes of 
N-Methylcarbaminic Acid

The evaluation of “the full monty” model, that is, the NMCA formation reaction with 
simultaneous consideration of Mg2+-complexation and of carbonyl aggregation requires the 
knowledge of the structures and stabilities of the systems (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2. A formal 
and complete approach would entail the determination of the structures of all isomers of 
(A/K)·NMCA·MgL2 for each of the carbonyl compounds. However, in light of the insights 
gained from the analysis of the smaller systems, a more focused and limited exploration of the 
most relevant (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2 systems should suffice. We explored the FA·NMCA·MgL2 
systems 17 of the trans-trans NMCA isomer 1 (FA·13, FA·1·MgL2) and the systems 18 of the 
trans-cis NMCA isomer 2 (FA·14, FA·2·MgL2). In light of the stabilities of complexes 15 and 
16, the systems 19 (FA·15, FA·3·MgL2) and 20 (FA·16, FA·4·MgL2) were not studied. Finally, we 
explored only the most relevant Ac·NMCA·MgL2 system 21, the system containing the trans-
trans NMCA isomer 1 (Ac·13, Ac·1·MgL2).

The structures of systems 17 and 18 are shown in Figures 17.8 and 17.9, respectively. 
Structures 17a and 17b are the expected FA adducts of structures 13a and 13b, respectively, and 
structure 17a is the most relevant model of the rubisco active site. Two stationary structures of 
system 21 are shown in Figure 17.10, and structure 21a is the model most relevant to the discus-
sion of the active site of rubisco. Systems 17a and 21a are structurally similar and it is an advan-
tage of the latter that contacts between carbonyl CH bonds and NMCA·MgL2 are diminished.

The topologies of structures 13a and 13b are not retained in structures 17c–17f. Structures 
17c and 17d can be seen as derivatives of 17a which result by insertion of FA into the OH…
Oformate bond. Similarly, structures 17e and 17f can be seen as derivatives of 17b which result by 
insertion of FA into the NH…Oformate bond. There is little doubt that structures with these topol-
ogies also exist for model 21. The variety of the molecular topologies for 17 and 21 illustrates 
an important point about small molecule models in general. There is no doubt that small mol-
ecule models are attractive targets for theoretical study because of the reduction in the size of 
the computational task. At the same time, however, the independence of the molecular 
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components (methylamine, carbonyl component, magnesium complex) of the small molecule 
model system increases the space of possible structural topologies. The palette of possible 
structural topologies in the active site geometry of a peptide is naturally limited by the struc-
tural constraints imposed by the peptide backbone on the relative positions of lysine, the car-
bonyl (amide-CO of Asp residue), and the (Asp, Glu)-ligated magnesium complex.

With the knowledge of the structures of the complexes (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2, it is now possible 
to evaluate the thermochemistry of the NMCA formation reactions R14, H2O·MgL2 + CO2 + CH3N
H2·(A/K) → (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2 + H2O. The most important results for the formaldehyde model 
are ΔH(R14a) = −17.3 kcal/mol and ΔG(R14a) = −6.6 kcal/mol and for the acetone model they are 
ΔH(R14b) = −17.7 kcal/mol and ΔG(R14b) = −5.5 kcal/mol. The results are rather similar for both 

17a 17c 17d  

17b 17e 17f

FIGURE 17.8 Stereoisomers of model aggregates 17 formed between the magnesium formate complexed trans-
trans isomer of N-methylcarbaminic acid and model carbonyl formaldehyde (FA). Major structural parameter (in Å 
and degrees) describing the intermolecular bonding situation: d(Mg…O): 1.988 (17a), 1.995 (17b); 1.987 (17c), 2.044 
(17d), 1.998. (17e); 2.059 (17f); ∠(MgOC): 136.3 (17a), 137.5 (17b); 140.5 (17c), 132.4 (17d), 141.6 (17e); 133.1 (17f); 
d(OH…O): 1.710 (17a), 1.734 (17b), 1.679 (17c), 1.663 (17d); d(NH…O): 1.936 (17b), 1.870 (17e), 1.877 (17f). In 17a and 
17b, one formaldehyde H-atom also is in contact with the NMCA’s carbonyl-O (17a: 2.547, 17b: 2.504) and with a 
proximate formate-O (17a: 2.642, 17b: 2.466). In 17c and 17e, the carbonyl engages in possible incipient nucleophilic 
(long-dash lines) with INA-distances of 2.676 (17c) and 2.801 (17e), and one of its H-atoms interacts with a formate-O 
(17c: 2.417; 17e: 2.377). In 17d and 17f, the carbonyl compounds carbonyl-O atom coordinates Mg2+ (17d: 2.216; 17f: 
2.219) and one of its H-atoms interacts with a formate-O (17d: 2.285; 17f: 2.284).
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carbonyl models in spite of the differences in the respective secondary interactions. Comparison of 
the thermochemistry of reaction R14 (ΔH(R14) = −17.5 ± 0.5 kcal/mol and ΔG(R14) = −6 ± 1 kcal/
mol) to reaction R11 (ΔH(R11) = −12.3 kcal/mol and ΔG(R11) = −2.9 kcal/mol) suggests that the 
presence of the carbonyl binding site increases both the exothermicity and exergonicity of the 
NMCA formation.

17.4.6  Reversible N-Methylcarbaminic Acid Formation and CO2 Capture  
and Release

An exothermic (ΔH(T1) < 0) and exergonic (ΔG(T1) < 0) reaction with ΔH(T1) < ΔG(T1) must 
have a negative reaction entropy ΔS(T1) (i.e., −T1·ΔS(T1) > 0). To reverse the reaction requires 
a perturbation of the system that raises ΔG(T2) above zero. Assuming that the temperature 
dependences of ΔH and ΔS are negligible between temperatures T1 and T2, at least to a first 
approximation, the reversal of the reaction would require a temperature increase ΔT = T2−T1 
such that ΔT·|ΔS(T1)| > |ΔG(T1)|. The design of a system for reversible CO2 capture thus 
requires a capture reaction with (1) a sufficiently negative reaction free enthalpy ΔG(T1) to 
achieve effective capture, (2) a reaction free enthalpy ΔG(T1) that is not too negative so that 
release is at all possible, and (3) a negative reaction entropy ΔS(T1) of substantial magnitude 
so that CO2 release can be achieved effectively with a moderate temperature increase.

17a 17b 

FIGURE 17.9 Stereoisomers of model aggregates 18 formed between the magnesium formate complexed trans-
cis isomer of N-methylcarbaminic acid and model carbonyl formaldehyde (FA). Major structural parameter (in Å and 
degrees) describing the intermolecular bonding situation: d(Mg…O): 2.001 (17a), 1.990 (17b); ∠(MgOC): 135.3 
(17a), 158.4 (17b); d(OH…O): 1.673 (17a), 1.714 (17b); d(NH…O): 1.948 (17a). In 17b, one of the N-methyl group’s 
hydrogen atoms points toward the proximate formate-O atoms with d(Me-H…O) = 2.325. Weak contacts between 
formaldehyde H-atom and proximate O-atoms (17a: 2.532, 17b: 2.217).
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For the CO2 capture reactions R6 and R8, the ΔS(T1) values are −60.8 and −45.3 cal mol−1 K−1, 
respectively, and to achieve CO2 release would require temperature increases ΔT of about 
245° and 335°, respectively. With the water/CO2 ligand exchange reaction included, the ΔS(T1) 
values of the CO2 capture reactions R11, R14a, and R14b are −31.4, −35.8, and −40.8 cal mol−1 K−1, 
respectively, and CO2 release would require temperature increases ΔT of about 93°, 184°, and 
136°, respectively.

The numerical examples illustrate well that one really has to pay attention to all three 
design criteria. It is not enough to focus on the overall reaction free enthalpy of the capture 
reaction and to design a weakly binding system that meets criteria (1) and (2). Instead, one 
wants to design a capture system that binds CO2 with a large negative reaction enthalpy but 
at an enormous cost in entropy. For practical purposes, one wants to keep the temperature 
increase ΔT required for the release low and a goal of ΔT ≈ 50−70° would seem reasonable. 
For a capture reaction with ΔG(T1) ≈ −4 kcal/mol, meeting this ΔT target would require a 
capture system with |ΔS(T1)| ≈ 80−60 cal mol−1 K−1. To accomplish this design target will 
not be trivial because we have only a weak intuitive grasp of the entropy changes associated 
with binding events. The insights gained from the study of the small molecule models of the 
rubisco active site present an excellent starting point for systematic studies of functional and 
practical CO2 capture systems. We are confident that rubisco-inspired biomimetic CO2 cap-
ture systems can be developed using rational strategies based on in-depth studies of reaction 
thermochemistry.

trans-trans, OH...O(formate), 21a trans-trans, NH...O(formate), 21b

FIGURE 17.10 Stereoisomers of model aggregates 21 formed between the magnesium formate complexed trans-
trans isomer of N-methylcarbaminic acid and model carbonyl acetone (Ac). Major structural parameter (in Å and 
degrees) describing the intermolecular bonding: d(Mg…O): 1.985 (21a), 1.987 (21b); ∠(MgOC): 136.2 (21a), 138.8 
(21b); d(OH…O): 1.711 (21a); d(NH…O): 1.960 (21b). Weak contacts between acetone H-atom and proximate for-
mate O-atoms (21a: 2.480, 21b: 2.640, 2.705).
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17.5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We described an approach for the reversible CO2 capture from air based on the enzyme 
mechanism of the rubisco-catalyzed biological CO2 fixation. The design of the rubisco-
inspired biomimetic systems is informed by the understanding of the binding of the activator 
CO2, ACO2, in rubisco. The activation of rubisco involves the carbamoylation of lysine and 
this CO2 capture by lysine is likely to benefit from Mg2+-complexation and from hydrogen-
bonding between the carbamate’s amide-H and the active site aspartic acid (or asparagine).

We explored the carbamoylation reaction in the rubisco active site with several small 
molecule models of N-methylcarbaminic acid (NMCA) formation in the presence of a sim-
ple carbonyl compound (aldehyde or ketone) and with magnesium formate as a simple 
model of the Mg2+ receptor site. The Mg2+-catalyzed formation of carbonyl-aggregates of 
NMCA is rather exothermic and exergonic, and it is only for the thermochemistry of the 
water/CO2 ligand exchange reaction at the Mg2+ site that the reversal of NMCA formation 
becomes possible. We determined reaction energies of ΔH(R14) = −17.5 ± 0.5 kcal/mol and 
ΔG(R14) = −6 ± 1 kcal/mol for our best model, reaction R14: H2O·MgL2 + CO2 + CH3NH2·(A/ 
K) → (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2 + H2O. The discussion of the thermochemistry of the CO2 capture 
reaction (ΔH(T1) < ΔG(T1) < 0) and of the condition for CO2 release upon an increase in tem-
perature (ΔT·|ΔS(T1)| > |ΔG(T1)|) shows the need for the development of CO2 capture 
reactions with negative reaction entropies ΔS(T1) of substantial magnitude (|ΔS(T1)| ≈  
80−60 cal mol−1 K−1).

We studied the system {CO2, CH3NH2, (A/K), MgL2} and there are many possibilities for 
refinements by way of exploration of the more general systems {CO2, R–NH2, OCR1R2, 
(H2O)nMgL1L2}. What are the effects of the nature of the alkylamine RNH2 on the reaction 
thermochemistry? What are the thermochemical effects of using an amide as hydrogen-bond 
accepting carbonyl compound? And most importantly, how does the reaction thermochemis-
try depend on the nature of the Mg2+ complex? The structures of the systems NMCA·MgL2 
and (A/K)·NMCA·MgL2 all showed secondary interactions involving the formate-O atoms, 
and these interactions will differ for models with other magnesium salts. More generally, we 
anticipate a tremendous potential for system modulation via modification of the Mg2+ site. 
The simple MgL2 moiety used in the present study, magnesium formate, served as a good 
starting point to understand the competition between water, CO2, and NMCA for the metal 
site. At the next level of sophistication, one needs to explore refined systems with Mg2+ sites 
that feature, for example, two monodentate carboxylates, more water molecules, and higher 
coordination numbers.

In the small molecule model system {CO2, CH3NH2, (A/K), MgL2} the four components 
were treated as independent. In the rubisco active site, on the other hand, three of the compo-
nents are part of the protein chain and the primary amino group, the hydrogen-bond acceptor 
carbonyl (HBAC), and the magnesium complex (MC) are separated by spacers [S1] and [S2]; 
i.e., the linked system {CO2, H2N-[S1]-(HBAC)-[S2]-(MC)}. It will be interesting to explore the 
thermochemical consequences of linking the three components together. As a first step in that 
direction we are currently exploring small peptide models of the rubisco active site (CH3O-
Lys-Asp-Asp-Glu-NH2, CH3O-Lys-Gly-Asp-Glu-NH2) both with computational and experi-
mental methods.
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SUPPLEMENTRY DATA

Cartesian coordinates of all stationary structures are available online (21 pages). The 
materials also can be obtained directly from the author.
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